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Abstract

In our project we studied how temperatures affects battery life. 

We studied this because batteries are used all the time in many 

different devices, and we wanted to see how we could make 

batteries last as long as possible. We used a raspberry pi, which is 

a type of computer, and an arduino, a type of microcontroller, to 

measure the voltage and temperature of the batteries over time. 

We found that higher temperatures led to longer lasting 

batteries.  This is an interesting result, because it is 

counterintuitive. Since we live in a desert, where it is hot a lot, 

our batteries probably already are lasting a long time! At least 

the alkaline ones are. 



Question

   How does temperature affect battery life?



Purpose Statement
The purpose of this experiment is to see 

how long batteries will last in different 
temperatures.  We become interested in this 
project because we were thinking about how 
our phones turn off when they get super hot.    
The information from this experiment will be 
important because in case of an emergency 
when you are relying on something that uses 
batteries it is useful in the situation you are in to 
know how temperature affects battery life. It’s 
also important to know this information so we 
know the best environment to store your 
batteries. 



Background Research
         

 Did you know that Americans use over 3 billion batteries each year? A battery is a device that stores chemical 
energy and converts it to electrical energy. High ambient temperature is the most important factor that influences UPS 
battery aging and can cause early  battery failure. We should care about using less batteries for the environment to 
reduce our carbon footprint. Our project is in the Chemical and Material Science category, and we will be exploring how 
temperature affects different kinds of batteries.     

Batteries are devices that store chemical energy and convert it to electrical energy. The chemical reactions in a 
battery work because of the flow of electrons from one material (electrode) to another through an external circuit.  The 
flow of electrons makes electric current that can be used to power electronic devices. There are 3 main types of batteries, 
Alkaline, Nickel metal hydride (NiMH), and Lithium ion.  

  Temperature affects how electricity flows through an electric circuit by changing the speed of the electrons. Most 
of the time, there is an increase in resistance of the circuit that happens because of a increase in temperature. Colder 
temperatures can slow chemical reactions in the battery.  For example,  for alkaline batteries every 15 degrees F over 77, 
battery life is cut in half because higher temperatures means faster chemical reaction to the battery. It is important to 
study how temperature affects batteries because we want to know how to make them last the longest time.  Because 
batteries cost money and can negatively affect the environment by releasing chemicals that hurt the environment because 
the chemicals soak in the soil.

People are using more and more batteries every year because portable electronics are becoming way more 
popular around the world. Each year people get rid of billions of batteries that all have toxic or corrosive materials. 
Some batteries contain toxic metals like cadmium and mercury, lead and lithium, which can become dangerous 
waste and can threaten health and the environment if they aren’t thrown away correctly. Manufacturers and 
retailers are working a lot to reduce the environmental impact of batteries by making batteries that are more 
recyclable and have fewer toxic materials inside of them. 

This research taught us how dangerous batteries can be for the environment.  This shows us it is 
important to figure out how to make batteries last longer and learn how to recycle them in the right way.  We 
found out that colder temperatures will slow the chemical reactions in the battery so we hypothesize that battery 
life will be longer in the colder temperatures.



Hypothesis

We hypothesize that batteries will last the 
longest in colder temperatures because the hotter 
temperatures will drain the battery faster by 
increasing the chemical reactions that happen in 
the battery.     



Materials
1. Batteries 

2.Flashlight

 3. Fridge

4. Heat lamp

5. Raspberry Pi 

6. Arduino



Procedure 
1. Make a string of resistors

2. Attach Resistors to 3 New Batteries and connect them to the 

raspberry pi (computer) and Arduino to measure the Voltage

3. Put the whole setup in a safe place at room temperature until 

the batteries die

4. Put the whole setup under heat lamps until the batteries die

5. Put the Whole setup in a fridge until the batteries die. 

6. Record all data using raspberry pi and arduino

7. Print off Graphs of Voltage over time



Variables

 Independent Variable: Temperature of Environment 

Dependent Variable: How long the battery lasts.

Controlled Variables: Type of Battery, Type of flashlight



Results/Data



Lab Notes

● Once, when taking data in the hot temperature, the raspberry 

pi (computer) got overheated and shut down, so we lost data 

and had to redo it. 

● In the fridge the parts got pretty wet, but still worked

● In the cold experiment, the resistors also got cold, but in the 

room temperature and hot ones, the resistors were just at 

room temperature. The cold resistors may have had a lower 

resistance than the other two trials.

   



Conclusion
   In our experiment, we measured the voltage of batteries at different temperatures to see 

at which temperature the batteries last the longest. Our results showed that the batteries 

in hot temperatures lasted the longest, at 32 hours, while in cold temperatures the 

batteries lasted the shortest, at  23 hours. Our results contradict our hypothesis, because 

the hottest batteries actually lasted the longest. We found that the higher the 

temperature the longer that batteries would last. We were confused about how this result 

could be true based on our background research. However, after getting this data we 

found an article by Energizer about alkaline batteries that shows this same result. The 

reason cold batteries can’t last as long is because their chemical reactions slow down and 

the battery can’t replenish lost voltage as quickly as it is used up. The opposite happens at 

warm temperatures. Because the battery is hot its chemical reactions are fast and it is able 

to replenish lost voltage as quickly as it is used. We think our experimental procedure 

worked very well. We think the resistors might have changed resistance slightly due to 

temperature in the cold trial, but don’t think that affected our results much. We could do 

further research by seeing the effect of temperature on rechargeable batteries, or using 

different types of loads (high current vs. low current). 
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Apparatus in room temperature



The Apparatus Under Heat Lamps



The Apparatus in the fridge
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